
 

NEW

Model VTA-2S

SELF CONTAINED 
SIREN / STROBE UNIT

Use when a VT-1 application requires a 
loud audible siren and bright strobe 
combination.

Built in battery powered supply with 
up to 10 years life allows for quick 
and easy installation.

Connects directly to VT-1 VandalTouch 
sensor or any normally closed contact 
sensor. 
 

Excellent for alarming temporary or 
mobile display cases due to minimal 
wiring.

Can be used with multiple sensors

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Model VTA-2S is an ideal solution for applications requiring a high intensity audible, attention 
grabbing siren and strobe combination.   When used in conjunction with the VandalTouch  model 
VT-1, or any other sensor that provides a dry contact output, the VTA-2S can generate an attention 
getting alarm response.  
The VTA-2S is uniquely powered by its own internal lithium power cell that can provide  up to an 
incredible 10 years of operation. When  the internal battery requires replacement, the unit features a 
low battery warning in advance to indicate a low battery condition to the end user. The VTA-2S also 
features a convenient user adjustable timer from 5-90 seconds for automatic siren/strobe cutoff 
after activations.

APPLICATIONS

  Introducing the NEW and innovative 
Self Contained , Internally powered 

Siren/Strobe System
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Model VTA-2S

FEATURES:

Requires no external power. Powered by a self-  
contained, user replaceable lithium battery power  

Low battery detection audibly warns user to  
replace battery.

Efficient system design allows for long life 
battery operation with extremely high audio 
intensity output.

High Intensity  Audible siren with flashing strobe.

User Adjustable siren/strobe cutoff time from  
5-90 seconds or continuous follower mode.

Separate Alarm output port can be used to relay 
alarm event conditions to external security 
systems or wireless transmitter.

SPECIFICATIONS

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Siren Audible Intensity: 104 db @ .5 ft.

Power Source: 9V Lithium Battery or Duracell 
 User replaceable.

Battery Life: Up to 10 Years  with lithium power  
source. 
* Depending on number of activations.

Color: Bone Gray

Operating Temperature: 14F-149 F  (-10C-65C)

Mounting: Wall , Ceiling or Inside Display

Dimensions: Length : 7.63” (193.80 mm.) 

 Width :  3.63” (92.20  mm.)

 Height : 4.5” (114.30 mm.)

 Weight :           13.40 ounces (380 gm.)

NOTE: SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

Strobe Light  Intensity: > 10,000 mcd.

Housing : IP56 rating, Gasketed Enclosure

Audible Low battery replace warning 

VT-1 interfaced to VTA-2S Application

for complete stand 
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